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Abstract R6sum£

This report summarizes the methodology, phenomenology
and results relevant to the assessment of severe events in a
CANDU 6 (formerly designated CANDU 600) station. The
station design being analysed is based on a CANDU 6 Mark I
currently operating in Canada. This evaluation includes event
frequency and fission product release assessments but does
not include assessment of radiation dose to the public, so
that the information is equivalent to a level 2 Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (PRA).

The study has shown that the predicted overall average fre-
quency for core melt in a CANDU 6 Mark I is 4.4 x 10"6

events/year. This low frequency is, in large part due to the
heavy water moderator which acts as a heat sink, prevents
UO2 melting and maintains core geometry for many events
which could otherwise result in a core melt.

The consequences for most core melts will be limited to the
release of a fraction of noble gases and organic iodides.
Other isotopes will be condensed or dissolved in the contain-
ment atmosphere and are ultimately retained in the pool
of water in the basement where they are unavailable for
release. Most core melts (*- 90%) can be mitigated by opera-
tor action so that there is no danger of consequential damage
to the containment structure and leak tightness.

The frequency and consequences of less likely, more severe
core melt sequences are also discussed in this report and
shown to be small contributors to public risk.

Ce rapport enonce la methodologie, la phenomenologie et les
resultats pertinents sur revaluation des eVenements graves
qui pourraient se produire dans une centrale CANDU 6, que
Con I'appelait le CANDU 600. La conception de centrale,
que Ton analyse, est celle du CANDU 6 Mark I, actuellement
en exploitation au Canada. Cette evaluation comprend des
analyses quant a la frequence des evenements et au rejet
de produits de fission mais elle ne porte pas sur revaluation
de la dose de rayonnement engagee a la population. Ainsi,
les informations obtenues sont equivalentes a une evaluation
probabiliste des risques de niveau 2 (£PR).

L'etude a demontre que la frequence moyenne generate quant
a la possibility dventuelle d'une fusion du coeur, dans le cas
d'un CANDU 6 Mark I, est de 4,4 x 10r« evenements-annees.
Cette basse frequence est due en grande partie au moderateur
a eau lourde qui agit comme source froide. II empeche la
fusion de I'UO2 et maintient la geornetrie du coeur stable
dans le cas de plusieurs evenements qui pourraient entrainer
sa fusion.

Les consequences de la plupart des fusions du coeur ne
provoqueront qu'un faible rejet de gaz nobles et d'iodures
organiques. D'autres isotopes seront condenses ou dissous
dans I'atmosphere du confinement, lesquels sont ensuite
retenus dans la piscine situee dans le soubassement d'ou ils
ne peuvent s'en echapper. La plupart des fusions de coeur
( ~ 90 %) peuvent etre attenuees par ('intervention de
I'operateur, protegeant ainsi I'enceinte de confinement et son
etancheite contre tout degat grave possible.

La frequence et les consequences les moins probables et les
plus graves des sequences de fusion du coeur, font egalement
I'objet de ce rapport et elles ne component qu'un risque
minime pour le public.

1988 July Juillet 1988
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CANDU 6 PROBABILISTIC SAFETY STUDY SUMMARY

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) are increasingly being used
to evaluate the safety of reactors. In September 1986, a study was
undertaken to determine the frequencies and consequences for severe
accidents in a CANDU reactor. This initial study was done cooperatively
between AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) and KEMA (N.V. Tot Keuring
van Elekrotechnische Materialen Arnhem, the Netherlands). The goal was to
produce source term data for a CANDU 600 reactor which could be compared to
the results of light water reactor probabilistic risk assessments.

Since this initial study was completed in early 1987, AECL has
continued with a more detailed study of the consequences of severe accidents
for CANDU. The combined results of these studies are the subject of this
report.

This report summarizes the methodology, phenomenology and results
relevant to the assessment of severe events in a CANDU 6 (formely designated
as CANDU 600) station. The station design being analysed is a CANDU 6
Mark I currently operating in Canada. Some safety improvements that could
be incorporated in future plants are also reviewed.

The evaluation of event consequences does not include an
assessment of operator or public dose. Hence the scope of the study is
equivalent to a Level 2 PRA.
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2.0 PROBABILISTIC EVALUATION

2.1 Introduction

Probabilistic safety assessments have been performed in Canada
since the mid-1970s. Prior to the start of the current study, 15 "safety
design matrix" (SDM) studies were performed between 1978 and 1983 on each of
three CANDU 6 Mark I plants: Point Lepreau-I in New Brunswick, Canada;
Gentilly-2 near Trois Rivieres, Canada; and Wolsung-1 in South Korea. The
studies were carried out in support of licensing these plants. These SDM
studies provided most of the fault tree and event tree information required
to develop event frequencies for this study.

The SDM studies covered more initiating events than typical
probabilistic risk assessments. They did not analyse sequences that
occurred at frequencies less than 10"7 events per year. Most PRAs assess
sequences that can become core melt scenarios, irrespective of their
frequencies. For the purposes of this study, the event sequences were
extended to frequencies below 10"7 events per year to include events leading
to potentially large releases.

The present study for the CANDU 6 is a risk analysis using the
Canadian SDM (Safety Design Matrix) data base and an operator model which is
more detailed than that used in WASH 1400 (Reference 1). However, event
trees and fault trees were used as in WASH 1400.

The reference plant for this risk study is based on an operating
CANDU 6 Mark I, as licensed for operation in Canada in 1983, with a minor
modification to the control computer software which was found to lead to a
29% reduction in core melt frequency with minimal cost. The event
frequencies calculated in this report include the effects of this proposed
software modification.

2.2 Methodology

The initiating events considered were "internal" events only.
External events were not studied because they reflect site specific
conditions. The selection procedure for the internal initiating events for
this study was based on two methods:

1. A systematic review of the CANDU 6 design, and

2. Comparison with other probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for
light water reactors.

A systematic plant review was performed on a proposed Point
Lepreau Unit 2 plant which was also a CANDU 6 design. This plant review
formed the basis for selection of the initiating events for the preparation
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of probabilistic safety analyses (PSAs). The PSAs will be used in support
of licensing future CANDU plants in Canada. This systematic plant review
postulated initiating events that could displace radioactive materials from
their normal location. The initiating events that could release
radionuclides were grouped into major categories based on the mode of plant
operation or affected systems. The release of radionuclides could occur
via:

1. moderator system failures
2. fuel handling systems failures
3. heat transport system failures during cooldown and warmup
4. shutdown cooling system failures
5. heat transport system failures with reactor at power
6. support system failures, (electrical power, instrument air,

service water, digital computer control)
7. flooding of buildings, from systems located inside the buildings.

Each of the above major categories were further subdivided systematically
down to the specific initiating event.

A comparison was made of the CANDU initiating events and the
initiating events from the following probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs):

1. Surry 1 (WASH 1400, Reference 1)
2. Peach Bottom 2 (WASH 1400, Reference 1)
3. Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 (Reference 2)
4. Millstone Point Unit 1 (Reference 3)
5. Oconee Unit 3 (Reference 4)
6. Seabrook (Reference 5)

This comparison was based on listing the "internal" initiating events as
defined in NUREG 2300" PRA Procedures Guide, A Guide to the Performance of
Probabilistic Risk Assessments for Nuclear Power Plants."

The initiating event categories derived from the systematic plant
review were compared with the internal initiating events in the above PRAs.
Note that the more modern PRAs (Oconee Unit 3 and Seabrook) looked at more
initiating events than WASH 1400, particularly failures of the support
systems (service water, instrument air).

From the results of the above procedure this CANDU 6 study includes the
following initiating events:
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A. Transients

1. Loss of offsite power
2. Reactor trip
3. Turbine trip
4. Loss of condenser vacuum
5. Loss of condenser cooling water system
6. Electrical load rejection
7. Total loss of feedwater
8. Feedwater pipe break inside containment
9. Large steam pipe break inside containment

10. Small steam pipe break inside containment
11. Large steam pipe break outside containment
12. Core power excursion
13. Loss of dual computer
14. Loss of primary heat transport flow
15. Trip of a primary heat transport pump
16. Spurious opening of a main steam safety valve
17. Loss of instrument air
18. Spurious opening of a pressurizer relief valve
19. Spurious opening of a heat transport system relief valve
20. Excessive feedwater

B. Loss of Coolant (LOCA) From Primary Heat Transport System

1. Small break (fuel channel feeder pipe size)
2. Intermediate break (20 cm size)
3. Large break (reactor inlet or outlet header size)
4. Very small leak from the heat transport system (within the

capacity of the D20 feed system)
5. Leak into recirculated cooling water system
6. Steam generator tube rupture
7. Loss of coolant to interfacing system (V-Scenario)
8. Calandria vessel rupture

C. Loss of Moderator and End Shield Cooling

1. Loss of service water
2. Loss of moderator cooling
3. Loss of moderator inventory
4. Loss of end shield cooling

As assumed in other probabilistic risk assessments, the initiating
events occur at 100% full power operation. The reactor core has reached
equilibrium with respect to on-power refuelling.

Reliability analyses have previously been prepared by AECL. These
analyses (safety design matrix studies, and AECL reports) were used in the
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preparation of this document. In addition, reliability studies on the
special safety systems, prepared by an independent consultant (Spectrum
Engineering) were used as a data source.

Where applicable, fault trees were used to determine the frequency
of the initiating events, and the failure probability of the mitigating
systems. Where possible, calculated initiating event frequencies were
compared against actual operating experience for CANDU and the frequencies
were found to be comparable. Event trees were used to assess the plant
response following the initiating event, and failures of the required
mitigating systems.

In the preparation of the event trees and fault trees, crosslinks
were identified between systems up to the level of major components and
electrical power supplies.

The operator model used in this report is the same as was used in
the safety design matrix (SDM) studies. The SDM operator model is a post-
initiating event model. The operator actions are shown explicitly in the
SDM event sequence diagrams. This approach was applied in this analysis,
and the operator actions are explicitly shown in the event trees.

The methodology used in this study has not incorporated an
analysis of the following:

1. Crosslinks between the mitigating systems at the control component
level.

2. Crosslinks between the initiating event and the mitigating
systems at the component level. Note that the light water reactor
PRAs, do not explicitly identify crosslinks between the initiating
event and mitigating systems.

3. The operator as a contributor to the initiating event frequency,
in a systematic manner, or the effects on the mitigating system
unreliability, due to test or maintainer error, or not following
operating procedures correctly.

However, it is judged that this preliminary CANDU 6 source term
study identifies the major risk contributions for the following reasons:

1. The detailed design is "known" and the reference plant has been
running successfully for the last five years.

2. This study extends the previous safety design matrix (SDM) studies
experience. The SDMs identified crosslinks and the major ones
have been removed by design changes. Therefore any
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unidentified crosslinks should be a small contributer to the
frequency of each event, relative to the frequency identified via
the established event tree.

3. The CANDU design philosophy requires independence and separation
of safety systems from process systems. This approach minimizes
the potential for crosslinks between the two types of systems.

2.3 Categories of Events Leading to Releases to Containment

Many of the probabilistic event trees have common features
important in determining the accident consequences. These common features
are related to the heat sinks and their effectiveness to remove heat from
the fuel. Fission product releases are higher if the fuel temperatures are
higher, i.e., if the heat sink is less effective.

Very effective heat sinks (no fission product releases) are
provided by the normal heat removal processes - feedwater to the steam
generator, and the shutdown cooling system (also called the residual heat
removal system) for the heat transport system. The emergency core cooling
(ECC) system, which provides high pressure cooling for a loss of coolant
accident (LOCA) and effectively eliminates fission product releases for all
but a few flow stagnation accidents (where the potential exists for a
release of a small fraction of the fission products from the fuel). Because
CANDU has two heat transport loops, there are then two LOCA related
categories: (1) LOCA affecting one loop, and (2) LOCA affecting 2 loops.

A key CANDU-specific heat sink is the cool, low pressure moderator
water in the calandria reactor vessel surrounding the fuel channels in the
core. The moderator system is cooled to remove nuclear heat deposited in it
(the cooling system needs to remove heat deposition equivalent to about 5%
of full power in normal full power operation conditions). If the normal and
emergency heat sinks should fail, the moderator provides an inherent heat
sink to limit fuel temperatures and hence releases. A fraction of the
release beyond that from the fuel sheath gap could be released (the
moderator limits fuel heatup such that there is no significant fuel
melting). This moderator heat sink category can again be divided into (1)
moderator heat sink for ona heat transport circuit and (2) for two
circuits.
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The calandria reactor vessel is surrounded by a second large
reservoir of cool water inside a shield tank. In the event of loss of
cooling through the normal heat sink, and the emergency core cooling system,
should the moderator cooling and shield water also fail then then boiling of
the moderator water and shield water continues to provide a way of removing
heat. Boiling off water in these reservoirs significantly extends the time
required to reach a state of possible core melting. We have called this
scenario the LCD (Late Core Disassembly) category.

The late core disassembly (LCD) sequence was reassessed by
incorporating the possibility for the operator action after eight hours.
During a LCD sequence, additional knowledge and expertise will be available
to aid accident mitigation. Eight hours elapsed time was chosen as a
conservative estimate of the initiation of further operator actions. The
operator recovery action credit was not applied to sequences in the event
trees where a 10"3 to 10"11 total probability for operator failure was
already credited. One effective operator recovery action would be to fill
the calandria with water either from the emergency core cooling system or
the emergency water supply system. If operator recovery action and core
makeup was successful the core melt progression would slow down or stop.
This partial cooling will limit the melt progression and limit the potential
for consequential containment failure. The water will inhibit the release
of fission product aerosols. The resulting scenario has been called the
partial melt (PM) category.

It was found that in about 90% of the core melt sequences,
operator recovery action was possible, thereby limiting the potential for
consequential containment failure.

If an event leading to an increase in power occurs and the reactor
power regulating system, and the shutoff rod shutdown system, and the fast
poison injection system all fail, then a power excursion can occur which to
leads to early fuel failures and releases into the containment. We have
called this very low frequency class of events the ECD (Early Core
Disassembly) category.

Finally, a CANDU has an inventory of tritium in the moderator,
which would be released if moderator cooling is lost. This could occur
slowly if the reactor is shutdown (slow tritium release), or more quickly at
power (fast tritium release) by a boiling moderator.

All of the above categories of heat sinks and releases to
containment are summarized in Table 2.3.1, as CANDU Categories 1 to 9. For
all the categories other than CANDU 1 (ECD), CANDU 2 (LCD) and CANDU 3 (PM),
releases into (.̂nd from) containment can be derived from previous CANDU
analyses used for reactor licensing.
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For the first 3 categories, new analysis results have been
generated. Initial total core fission product inventories were defined
based on information from the computer code ORIGEN, consistent with
accepted Canadian licensing practice. Fission product releases from the
fuel to containment as a fraction of the total core inventory, were based on
CANDU information for releases from the gap, and for releases due to a loss
of coolant/loss of ECC (i.e. moderator heat sink).

For these analyses the event sequence characteristics, including
coolant mass and energy discharge rates, timing of fission product releases
to containment, energy released to containment as a result of fuel melting,
Zircaloy-steam reactions, and hydrogen burning were determined. The
computer code PRESCON was used to determine the consequential effect of the
accident on containment. More details on the analysis are given in
Section 3.

2.4 Containment Failure Modes

There are three mechanisms for "failures" of containment.
Containment failure is defined as leakage of activity beyond that which
slowly diffuses through the wall. The three mechanisms are independent
failures, consequential failures, and containment bypass.

1. Independent failures are due to a failure of containment systems,
independent of the accident. This could be leakage due to a
failure to isolate containment penetrations (for example the
ventilation system).

2. Consequential failures in the containment structure could occur
due to a slow or rapid addition of very large amounts of energy
and mass to the containment atmosphere. A key feature of the
CANDU containment structure is that it is a pre-stressed,
reinforced concrete building. Scale experiments were sponsored at
the University of Alberta by the Canadian regulatory authority,
the Atomic Energy Control Board, Reference 12. These experiments
demonstrated that at 330 kPa(g) (48 psig) internal pressure

(2.3 times the proof test pressure internal pressure) cracks would
penetrate through the wall. Leakage through cracks is negligible'
at pressure below 345 kPa(g) (50 psig), and increases
exponentially for higher pressures. It is thus difficult to have
a condition in which the containment fails due to internal
pressure loading.

This has two significant advantages. The first is that the
structure will not likely fail in a catastrophic way and hence
fission products are largely retained inside a containment
structure which has a "wet" atmosphere. This gives the
opportunity for washout. The second is that for fission products
to escape from containment, they must travel through narrow cracks
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providing the opportunity for additional plateout on the surface.
In the analysis presented here we have not taken this plateout
effect into account.

For the early core disassembly and late core disassembly
categories, it is possible that extensive leakage through cracks
in containment could occur.

3. A final possibility is that of containment bypass, for example,
through the ECC system penetrations.

In past LWR PRA's, the "V-scenario" has been of concern. (The
V-scenario is an event sequence which leads to a bypassing of the
containment function). The CANDU equivalent is an event sequence
which leads to water leaving the heat transport system, through
the medium and low pressure ECCS, outside containment.

2.5 Key Results

The summed frequencies of the nine CANDU release categories into
containment, are then multiplied by the relevant containment failure
probability, to derive the frequencies of releases outside containment, as
shown in Table 2.5.1.

The CANDU release categories 1, 2 and 3 the core disassembly
scenarios) are equivalent to the core melt categories for the LWKs. The
core melt frequency for a CANDU 6 Mark I is 4.4 x 10~6 event per year (See
figure 2.1). A significant factor in achieving such a low core melt
frequency is that the moderator acts as a heat sink limiting fission product
releases, and the energy release to containment. It should also be noted
that 90% of these core melts will be only partial melts with limited
releases. Thus the summed frequency of events for which the operator is
unable to limit the progression of the core melt and possible damage to
containment, is 4 x 10"7 events per year.

For the failure to shutdown events, the frequency is very low,
2.5 x 10"8 events per year. This value is given with confidence because the
two independent, shutdown systems are rigorously tested. Each shutdown
system acting on its own is capable of shutting down the reactor.

On a CANDU 6 Mark I unit, the frequency of the V-scenario (also
called containment bypass) is estimated as 4.9 x 10~7 events per year. The
V-scenario calls upon the moderator to act as a heat sink for one heat
transport loop. However the moderator may fail to function as a heat sink
during its mission period, thus the V-scenario would become a late core
disassembly (LCD) at an estimated frequency of 2.9 x 10"9 events per year.
The V-scenario is a very small contributor to the risk on a CANDU 6 unit.
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Dominant scenarios for each initiating event and consequence
category are given in Table 2.5.2.

2.6 Sensitivity Analysis

The reference plant for the sensitivity analysis, is a CANDU 6
Mark I, as configured at the time of licensing for operation in Canada in
1983 with the addition of a control computer software revision.

The control computer software revision is auto controlled cooldown
low end shield level. This reduces the overall core melt frequency from 6.2
x 10'6 to 4.4 x 10~$ events per year. Figure 2.1, a core melt frequency
"PIE" chart, incorporates this design change.

In addition to the control computer software change other design and
modelling changes were examined:

1. More reliable service water system. The service water system failure
rate would be reduced by an order of magnitude by upgrading the current
design approach. The result is that the core melt frequency would be
reduced by 63%.

2. Higher reliability of offsite power (Class IV power), by an order of
magnitude to account for potential site specific differences. The
core melt frequency would be reduced by 15%.

3. Improved reliability of onsite power (class III power). An extra
standby diesel generator is connected to the onsite power supply. The
core melt frequency could be reduced by 52%.

4. Different operator model. The post-initiating event operator model was
changed to an operator failure probability of 10"3 instead of 10"*, for
required actions to be performed in less than 24 hours. The
probability of operator failure for actions required on a much shorter
time scale was left unchanged. The purpose of this was to assess the
sensitivity of results to a modified operator model. The result is
that the core melt frequency would be increased by 66%.

The design changes considered were those which could give the
maximum improvement in average core melt frequency. One can see that for
the CANDU 6, improvements in the service water system would be the most
effective change, followed by improvements to Class III power.
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3.0 SEVERE ACCIDENT FISSION PRODUCT RELEASES

For all the conditions other than Partial Melt (PM), Late Core
Disassembly (LCD), and Early Core Disassembly (ECD) categories, releases
into (and from) containment can be derived from previous CANDU analysis used
for reactor licensing.

For the PM, LCD and ECD categories, new analysis results have been
generated. For these analyses the event sequence characteristics, including
coolant mass and energy discharge rates, timing of fission product releases
to containment, energy released to containment as a result of fuel melting,
Zircaloy-steam reactions, and hydrogen burning were estimated.

3.1 Computer Code Network

The computer codes used in this analysis form the basis of a
source term code package for CANDU (see Figure 3.1).

The computer programs which are derived from the U.S. NRC Source
Term Code Package (Reference 6) are: ORIGEN (fission product inventories),
CORSOR-C (the equations from CORSOR for transient fission product releases
from fuel were used), NAUA (fission product transport and deposition in
containment), and CORCON (the core-concrete interaction computer program).
CORCON was not used directly in the analysis, rather information from
previous LWR analyses was used.

CANDU-specific computer programs are those directly related to
describing the core melt progression, i.e. those codes which are more core
geometry dependent. These involved: first, the computer programs developed
at Carleton University, i.e. MODBOIL (moderator water discharge and
steaming, and channel uncovery) and DEBRIS (fuel and fuel channel debris
temperatures) (Reference 7); second, the AECL computer programs FIREBIRD
(heat transport system thermohydraulics) (Reference 8) , MODSTBOIL (moderator
and calandria vault water discharge and steaming and channel uncovery),
CHAN (fuel and fuel element temperatures for degraded cooling conditions)
and PRESCON (containment thermohydraulics).

Note that we have not included modelling for plateout and washout
of fission products in the calandria vessel and heat transport system before
release to the containment environment. This would result in lower releases
from the core region to the containment atmosphere.
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3.2 Late Core Disassembly

3.2.1 Core Melt Progression

Much of our assessment effort has focussed on the progression of
events for a core melt-type accident in CANDU. The core geometry, in
particular the large amount of water adjacent to the fuel channel/core
region, has been found to have a significant effect on the timing of events
for degraded core cooling (Figure 3.2).

A best estimate evaluation of a representative event sequence has
been performed. The event is a loss of service water (i.e., loss of cooling
to the moderator, calandria vault, ECC heat exchanger etc.), combined with a
loss of Class IV power as a consequence of the reactor trip, and a loss of
steam generator heat sink. The basis for choosing this representative event
is that it is consistent with a dominant frequency event sequence in this
event category, and it is expected to result in containment release
predictions which will also represent other events in the category. A
qualitative description of the event sequence is as follows.

Initially, it is postulated that feedwater flow to the steam
generators is lost and shortly thereafter a reactor trip by activiation of
the shutoff rod shutdown system occurs. Previous analysis indicated that
without operator action there is about 2700 seconds available before the
steam generators boil dry at decay power.

After 2700 seconds, the steam generators no longer act as a heat
sink. Therefore, the primary circuit temperature and pressure would rise.
The pressure would rise to the Liquid Relief Valve (LRV) setpoint of
10.34 MPa(a). One or more LRV's would open and discharge primary coolant
into the degasser condenser. The degasser condenser fills and then relieves
either via the degasser-condenser relief valves or from the heavy water
storage tank to the containment. The discharge would remove decay power
from the primary circuit, and arrest the pressure rise, but the flow would
become two phase as the inventory decreased. Steam could also start to
penetrate into the Reactor Inlet Header (RIH) and into the inlet of the fuel
channels. Thus at about one hour the primary circuit is intact, at high
pressure, and has a small leak. Because of the loss of service water, the
moderator has lost its cooling and slowly warms up to about 100°C due to the
conduction and direct gamma heating at decay power (Figure 3.3).

The combination of flow reduction and steam at the inlet of some
channels leads to degraded fuel cooling. As the fuel temperature rises,
radiative heat transfer to the pressure tubes would also cause their
temperature to rise. Since the primary circuit pressure is at the LRV
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setpoint (10.34 MPa(a)), the pressure tubes would strain significantly. A
pressure tube could strain in a balloon-like fashion, so that it contacts
the surrounding calandria tube around the entire circumference. Heat would
be transferred from the pressure tube through the calandria tube to the
moderator. If the calandria/moderator surface does not dryout, then the
pressure tube would be supported by the calandria tube and the moderator
would function as the heatsink. However, at full system pressure it is
considered that a small number of pressure tubes could fail (due to
non-uniform pressure tube strain) prior to contact with the calandria tube
and the calandria tube could also fail. The time between the steam
generators boiling dry and some pressure tubes failing is estimated to be
300 seconds. Only a few pressure tubes are likely to fail, since the
primary circuit depressurizes quickly after the first few failures.

The primary circuit coolant then discharges into the moderator.
Fuel in the failed channels would be cooled by the discharge flow and/or by
the cool moderator water. The primary coolant would mix to some degree with
the moderator, and the moderator pressure would rise enough to discharge
through the relief ducts and into containment. It is estimated that, after
about 80 seconds of primary circuit blowdown, the Emergency Core Cooling
(ECC) system would be initiated on signals of low primary circuit pressure
and high moderator level.

The ECC system would refill the primary circuit and calandria
vessel in a few minutes. The discharge into containment during this time
removes the stored energy in the primary coolant, piping and fuel
(Figure 3.4).

By 3750 seconds, the high pressure stage of ECC (from
accumulators) is estimated to be depleted. The medium pressure pumps and
low pressure recirculation of ECC stages are postulated to be unavailable.
Therefore, the primary circuit would drain until about 4000 seconds when it
would be empty.

After 4000 seconds, the fuel and pressure tubes of those channels
that are intact at this time would begin to heat-up again. The previously
undeformed pressure tubes would strain or sag into contact with the
calandria tubes, depending on the primary circuit pressure. Heat would be
transferred to the mixture of light water and heavy water that would be in
the calandria at this time. During this time the fuel sheaths would heat-up
enough to be partially oxidized with any steam present in the channel. Part
of the free fission product inventory in the fuel gap is released. Fuel
temperatures do not reach the melting point, however temperatures are high
enough that some additional inventory beyond the gap fission product
inventory is released.

The moderator cooling system is postulated to be unavailable for
long term heat removal, and therefore the inventory would boil off.
Initially the water heats up and about 30% of the water is expelled due to
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swell and carryover. The decay power is relatively low at this time, so it
takes a number of hours to boil off the inventory. The channels will sag
and continue heating up. The calandria tubes which are uncovered weaken and
pieces of the pressure tube, calandria tube and fuel sheaths drop to the
bottom of the calandria vessel (Figure 3.5). Pressure tube and calandria
tube temperatures are expected to remain below 1000cC, so oxidation of
zircaloy is limited.

The progressive boiloff of the moderator allows more channels to
disintegrate. The debris is very porous but as the moderator boils away,
the channel components melt and zirconium (principally) penetrates to the
calandria shell and refreezes. The debris bed is cooled by the remaining
moderator water, and heat is transferred to the calandria vault water
surrounding the calandria vessel. Moderator water (about 260 Mg) is boiled
off at about 5 hours. It is postulated that the shield water cooling system
is also not available for long term cooling, so that shield water also boils
off. However, at this time the decay power is very low, so that the shield
water boils off slowly over a period of hours.

Eventually (after about 25 hours) the shield water (about 500 Mg)
has boiled away to a level near the top of the debris bed in the calandria
and the calandria vessel begins to overheat (Figure 3.6). The mode of
vessel failure is likely to be localized at the points where temperatures
are high. The mode of vessel failure is then overheating and failure of the
shell. The overheated area is probably along a line somewhat above the
waterline and would release material into the bottom of the calandria
vault.

The released contents would enter the remaining water at the
bottom of the pool to rest on the thick 2.4 m (8 feet) concrete calandria
vault floor (Figure 3.7). At this time a series of small steam explosions
are possible, but unlikely due to the relatively slow process involved.
Hydrogen may be produced in significant quantities. A molten core-concrete
interaction is likely for the core material in direct contact with the
concrete. This process produces a significant amount of gases, such as C0 2,
and CO. In addition some heavier nuclides from the molten core debris can
be released. The concrete floor is so thick that a period of days would be
needed to penetrate it. At that point some material could penetrate into
the water-filled basement of containment and would be quenched (Figure 3.8).
The water in the basement is expected to provide a long term heat sink.

Figure 3.9 shows representative integrated fission product
releases from the fuel with time.
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3.2.2 Releases from Containment

CANDU 6 containment leakage rates at up to design pressures are
known because the containment is tested at that pressure approximately every
three years as a licensing requirement. Leak rates are approximately 0.5%
per day at design pressure. The containment is also tested initially at the
test pressure (110% design pressure - 138 kPa(g)).

A significant feature of the CANDU 6 containment is that it is
constructed of prestressed concrete. Tests at the University of Alberta
sponsored by the Canadian regulatory agency (Atomic Energy Control Board)
have determined the effects of severe overpressure on this kind of
containment, and analysis of these results was used to evaluate the expected
results for a CANDU 6 containment (Reference 9).

At a containment pressure of 330 kPa(g), through-wall cracks will
start at the upper dome. Through-wall cracks will appear in the cylindrical
wall at 360 kPa(g). At these pressures the reinforcing steel is still in
its elastic range. The yielding of the reinforcement will take place at
455 kPa(g). The failure of the reactor building will take place at
530 kPa(g) due to rupture of the horizontal tendons. However, such high
pressures and consequential failure of the reactor building are not expected
because of pressure relief caused by cracks. The leakage from cracks
increases significantly as pressure increases above 330 kPa(g), thus
providing an inherent relief. In fact, a rubber liner had to be. inserted in
the tests to allow pressure loadings sufficient to cause structural
failure.

Integrated releases from containment are small due to the large
amounts of water in the containment atmosphere, and the long times before
significant containment overpressure leading to cracking occurs. This is
due to the containment removal processes such as sedimentation and diffusion
to the containment walls and horizontal surfaces. Basically only noble
gases and organic iodine (limited to about 0.1% of the total core iodine
inventory) are released. All other nuclides are almost entirely retained in
the water in containment, either in the atmosphere, on walls or other
surfaces, or in the basement.

3.2.3 Conditions in Containment

Figure 3.10 shows the types of conditions and containment design
features which are considered in the late core disassemblt event.
Containment fission product transport and deposition processes and a
possible hydrogen deflagration are among the conditions considered.
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3.2.3.1 Hydrogen

The large amount of steam added to containment, determines that a
flammable mixture of gases in containment is unlikely early in the
transient. Thus for the best estimate results, a hydrogen burn or
detonation is only possible late in the transient, at about 25 hours.

At this time, the noble gases and organic iodine, as well as the
heavy materials could be available for release. To bound the possibility of
a hydrogen burn or detonation leading to releases from containment, we
assume a range of results up to assuming that all the remaining airborne
fission products could be released.

3.2.3.2 Steam Explosion

The probability of a steam explosion sufficient to cause early
containment failure is extremely small. Because the core geometry consists
of individual channels surrounded by the low pressure moderator water (at
less than 100°C), and because the zircaloy pressure tube/calandria tube
assemblies weaken at temperatures between 650cC and 800°C, interaction of
water and significant amounts of molten material is virtually impossible.

3.3 Partial Melt (Operator Recovery)

As described in Section 3.2, there is a long period of time (3
hours to 25 hours) during which the uncovered debris bed in the bottom of
the calandria remains in a defined state. This presents an opportunity for
operator intervention to slow the progress of the accident, and limit the
possibility of containment failure. The event trees have been reviewed to
determine that there is sufficient time (8 hours was considered), and that
there is the capability to recover the emergency coolant injection system or
the emergency water supply system. In these cases the operator would supply
water to the heat transport circuit, and that water would cascade from the
broken ends of the fuel channels above the debris, onto the debris bed in
the bottom of the calandria. It was found that in about 90% of the core
melt sequences, operator recovery action was possible.

The debris bed will be largely composed of randomly oriented
pieces of fuel bundles, pressure tubes and calandria tubes which have
accumulated in the bottom of the calandria as the fuel channels overhead,
disintegrate and are quenched as they fall in the remaining moderator. It
is not possible to predict the physical and geometric characteristics of the
debris with any confidence. The debris will consist of fragmented U0z

particles, fractured pieces of oxidized Zircaloy with a spectrum of shapes
anH sizes and possibly resolidified particles of previously molten
Zircaloy.
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The model used in the analysis assumes a bed of uniform porosity
and composition, with a uniform heat source. It is assumed to be one
dimensional and to have a depth of about 1.5 m corresponding to a porosity
of 0.5. It is quenched by an overlying pool of water, and is assumed to be
insulated at its lower surface. Sensitivity studies were undertaken to
assess the effects on debris quenching of variations in porosity, poresize
and other variables.

Experiments on the quenching by overlying water pools of solid
debris beds, representative of degraded cores formed in LWR accident
sequences, show that the bed quench is a complex, multi-dimensional process
(References 10,11,12). These experiments have shown that water from the
overlying pool first penetrates the debris in random fingers or tongues. As
these fingers progress downwards, dry channels or pockets of debris are left
among them. About 30-40% of the initial stored energy is removed from the
bed during the downward propagation of the quench front. After the water in
the quenched fingers reaches the bottom of the bed, it begins to wet
previously dry areas by propagating upwards from the bottom of the bed. Bed
quenching is completed when the upward-moving quench front reaches the top
of the bed. Experimental measurements show that the steam flow rate from
the quenching process is almost constant during the entire process,
including both downward and upward quench-front motions.

An analytical model to describe this process was developed by
Ginsberg and Chen (References 13, 14). Figure 3.11 depicts their analytical
model. During the downward propagation of the quench front, the bed
consists of three regions. The top region is composed of wetted channels of
particles which are quenched to the saturation temperature and channels of
unquenched particles at high temperature. In the vicinity of the quench
front there is a two-phase region in which the particles in the wetted
channels are not yet quenched to the saturation temperature and the
surrounding fluid is a mixture of steam and water. The bottom region is
completely dry as no liquid has yet penetrated into it. After the quench
front reaches the bottom of the bed, water is assumed to move laterally into
the dry region and then upward propagation of the quench front begins. In
this case, the three regions consist of a bottom region which is completely
quenched, a two-phase region near the quench front and a partially dry
region above the quench front.

Figure 3.12 shows the position of the quench front as a function of
time for the reference conditions. The downward-moving quench front reaches
the bottom of the debris bed at about 145 seconds and the upward-moving
quench front reaches the top of the bed, completing the quenching of the
debris, in about 375 seconds. For the assumed uniform initial reference bed
temperature of 2000°C, the maximum predicted temperature reached by the
debris before the completion of bed quenching is about 2130°C, well below
the melting point of oxidized debris. Therefore, while some melting of
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zircaloy and some formation of molten zircaloy-fuel eutectic might occur in
this case, gross melting of U02 would not occur and the debris-bed is
therefore "coolable", as defined by Ginsberg and Chen (Reference 12), for
the reference conditions.

For the chosen reference conditions, the modified model of
Ginsberg and Chen demonstrates that a debris bed in the calandria resulting
from a representative LCD accident in a CANDU 6 reactor could probably be
quenched readily by water from the ECCS or the EWS during the period after
the moderator has completely boiled away. This quenching would prevent
gross melting of the debris.

Sensitivity studies on the major unknown parameters indicate that
this conclusion is not very sensitive to bed porosity nor to the fraction of
bed which is quenched during the downward motion of the quench front. The
coolability of the debris is more sensitive to the assumed average pore
size, particularly at small pore sizes, but anticipated average pore sizes,
considering the mechanisms of debris-bed formation, are unlikely to be less
than the reference size of 0.03m and coolability improves as pore size
increases. Therefore, the uncertainty in debris-bed pore size is unlikely
to affect the conclusion that the debris should be readily quenched.

The remaining uncertainty is that the centre part of the debris
may have reached U02 molten conditions and may be difficult to quench. This
molten part may be slowly cooled, but at this time no detailed assessment
has been made. It is unlikely such an assessment would significantly alter
these conclusions.

In the longer term after quenching of the debris, the heat
capacity of the makeup water supplied is capable to absorb a significant
portion of the decay heat. Mass and energy discharge to containment and the
likelihood of containment overpressure is limited. In even longer times
(greater than 24 hours), it appears possible for further action to ensure
heat removal capability (for example by recovery of service water flows to
the ECC heat exchangers) to ensure an intact containment. Leakages of the
noble gases and organic iodine are limited to leakage from an intact
containment. Fission products such as iodine and cesium will have formed
aerosols and have been quickly removed from the atmosphere. The heavy
materials are unlikely to be released from the quenched debris matrix in the
bottom of the calandria.

3.4 Late Core Disassembly and Bypass of Containment

At a low frequency, the Late Core Disassembly case is combined
with an independent containment impairment (e.g. containment inlet
ventilation damper open). The analysis of the event is considered to bound
the releases for "V-scenario" - i.e. a containment bypass through the
emergency coolant injection system line which penetrates containment.
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The analysis performed considers the identical core melt
progression described in Section 3.2. The containment thermal hydraulic
analysis was repeated with the inlet ventilation damper assumed to be failed
open to the atmospheric. The containment pressure remains very close to
atmosphere. The initial mass and energy discharge and later steaming expels
much of the initial containment air, and the atmosphere becomes largely
"inerted" with respect to hydrogen deflagration. Because the hole in
containment is quite large, the difference between the containment pressure
and atmosphere is small and the flow through the damper is insufficient to
create a large amount of turbulence inside containment.

While all the noble gases and organic iodines can be expected to
be released over time, there is still a high likelihood for removal of the
aerosols formed from cesium and iodine. Similarily heavy materials will
settle out, and the fractional releases remain relatively small.

3.5 Early Core Disassembly

The early core disassembly event is a (low-probability) power
runaway event. Analysis here considers the sequence of events and possible
releases.

The initiating event is postulated to be any event at full power
or higher which leads to a mismatch in power generated and power removed by
the coolant (e.g. flow rundown, LOCA, or loss of reactivity control) - the
entire control and shutdown capability is then assumed unavailable. This
capability includes the regulating system (with stepback and setback
functions) and both fast independent shutdown systems (shutoff rods and
liquid poison). The shutdown of the reactor is then due to displacement of
the moderator due to steam discharge from fuel channel failure.

Channel failure mechanisms considered are: fuel breakup leading
to mechanical failure of both pressure tube and calandria tube, channel
overpressure causing pressure tube burst and pressure tube overheating due
to molten materials contacting the tube (overheating of the pressure tube
from convective and radiative heat transfer from the fuel is unlikely in the
short times of the power runaway (i.e. seconds)).

The addition of energy to the moderator and containment results in
containment pressurization and cracking. Depending on the extent of
overpressure, the cracks may mostly reclose after the containment pressure
is relieved. Long term cooling of the resulting core/channel debris needs
to be considered.

The power transient assumed is shown in Figure 3.13. The
resulting increase in energy content of the fuel is calculated and the time
of reactor shutdown is estimated (Figure 3.14).
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We have considered a range of consequence possibilities related to
the uncertainty of the extent of zircaloy-water exothermic reaction and the
production (and burning) of hydrogen.

(i) One extreme case considers that all the fuel sheaths are oxidized,
and the energy of the exothermic reaction and burning of all the
hydrogen is added to the containment between 5 and 10 seconds. In
addition the energy stored in the fuel at the time of shutdown is
assumed to be added to containment in the same time. Finally a
large pipe break is assumed to occur in each of the 2 loops - the
corresponding mass and energy of the coolant is added to
containment between 5 and 50 seconds. The water is assumed to be
rapidly lost from the calandria vessel and the shield tank and the
core debris falls to the bottom of the shield tank largely
uncooled. It heats up and molten core - concrete interaction can
occur.

The containment thermohydraulic analysis indicates that
significant cracking of the containment occurs, and the
containment pressure could reach beyond that leading to damage to
the reinforcing steel. Some of the containment structure may be
damaged to the extent of portions of the containment wall being
dislodged. The remainder of the containment structure though
remains largely intact.

Initial releases from the fuel and core could be high. It is
estimated that about 42% of the noble gases would initially be
released into and out of containment. About 4% of the remaining
fission products could be released into and out of containment
(90% is removed by washout because the fission products have to
pass through the moderator). Additional activity could be
released on subsequent fuel debris heating and molten core
concrete interaction.

(ii) The other case considers that the fuel energy is added to
containment and the coolant discharge from two loops occurs.
However hydrogen generation and burning is minimal.

For this case the containment remains intact with no through-wall
cracking early on, and early fission product releases from
containment are much smaller.

At this stage we are unable to identify a best estimate case from
this range so we have identified a possible range of results associated with
the releases, see Section 4.
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3.6 Other Cases Considered - Fission Product Releases for Events
without Core Disassembly

For events that did not lead to core disassembly, fission product
releases are based on the results of various studies used in the licensing
of the CANDU 6 Mark I units. The releases for LOCA (one loop), moderator
heat sink (one loop) and LOCA with failure of containment isolation can be
found directly in these licensing studies.

Fission product releases from the core to containment for LOCA are
based on the results of calculations of fuel sheath strain under severe
"stagnation break" conditions and a probabilistic evaluation of the likely
number of fuel sheath failures. Releases from containment were calculated
with the PRESCON code assuming a conservative leak rate of 5% of building
volume per day at the building design pressure. The failure of isolation
considered was deflated equipment airlock seals which is a containment
impairment leading to larger releases.

Fission product releases from the fuel for the moderator as a heat
sink were based on temperatures calculated by the CHANII code and a fission
product release model developed by Gehl (Reference 15) with further release
of fission products due to formation of Zircaloy - U02 kinetics. Releases
from containment were assessed with PRESCON.

For the moderator as a heat sink with containment impaired, the
releases were calculated using the intact containment results and a ratio of
releases for intact and impaired containment based on the LOCA results.

In the moderator as a heat sink with containment bypass, all the
noble gases released from the fuel were assumed to be released to the
environment along with about 1% of the iodines released from the fuel.

In releases of tritium, it was assumed that in the absence of
operator action to mitigate the boiling of the moderator or to initiate
containment isolation, all tritium in the moderator could be released.

3.7 Experimental Support

Fuel channel pressure tube/calandria tube deformation, contact
heat transfer between pressure tube and calandria tube, and heat transfer
from calandria tube to moderator are well known from an extensive
experimental program (Reference 16, 18), i.e., the temperature at which the
pressure tube deforms is known to be between 650°C and 800°C, and maximum
fuel temperatures are low enough that no UOa fuel melting occurs, early in
the transient. The debris is retained in a relatively well defined area.
Significant amounts of water (in the moderator and calandria vault) thus
provide a very diffuse heat sink in cooling fuel and fuel channel debris
(even if the debris is molten at the centre).
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It is noted however that support of channels by lower channels
uncovered as moderator level falls needs to be considered. This could
possibly lead to higher fuel temperatures, higher hydrogen generation, and
higher fission product releases early on and possibly to steam explosions.
However, this is unlikely to have a significant effect on releases from
containment as higher temperature fuel or zircaloy is expected to be
quenched, and steam explosions are both unlikely and limited in
consequential damage to the calandria vessel and to containment.

Significant amounts of water added to the containment atmosphere
from the heat transport system, moderator and calandria vault, provide a
highly condensing environment for aerosols. Experiments have shown that in
this environment fission products such as iodine and cesium will have formed
aerosols and will be quickly removed from the atmosphere. Related research
work is continuing internationally as well as in Canada (Reference 17).
Together with the long times for the development of a core melt, only noble
gases and organic iodine remain in the containment atmosphere. There is
thus a high tolerance of uncertainties.

Concrete containment failure modes are known from previous tests.
Cracking in containment walls due to overpressure provides an inherent
relief mechanism, making catastrophic containment failure unlikely
(Reference 9), and in addition the cracks are likely to partially reclose.
Thus the containment is "forgiving" of severe overpressure.
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4.0 CANDU 6 FRACTIONAL CORE RELEASES FROM CONTAINMENT

Table 4.1 gives the summed average frequency for a given category
of severe accident events, and the related fractional releases
from containment for the fission product groups identified.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 summarize the results in graphic form for the
frequencies and fractional releases for the noble gas and iodine
nuclide groups.
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The earlier probabilistic studies on CANDU which considered event
sequences with a cut off frequency at 10"' events per year proved to be a
useful tool to study the plant design prior to plant operation. This paper
reports a PRA study of CANDUs which has considered event sequences to
frequencies lower than 10"7 events per year. Summing of these event
sequences into severe accident categories provides additional information
useful to evaluate overall plant risk, to compare one design with another,
and to assess the sensitivity of core melt frequency to possible
improvements in design or operator actions.

The most significant conclusions arising from this study are:

1. The summed average core melt frequency for a CANDU 6 Mark 1 is
low: 4.4 x 10"$ per year. This frequency covers internal events
only and external events will, of course, depend on site
conditions and the design and operational precautions taken to
deal with external events. The calculation frequency is based on
an operating plant. We have also shown that further improvement
in the predicted frequencies in this report is possible by
incorporating design improvements.

2. The large quantities of water available in CANDU to remove heat
from the fuel provide time for operator intervention to limit
releases. The same water provides a condensing atmosphere for
aerosols.

3. Operator recovery is expected to be effective in 90% of the core
melts. This implies that for events comprising 90% of the core
melt frequency, the fuel will be maintained within the calandria
thereby precluding any significant threat to containment
integrity.

4. The release for most core melt events is relatively modest and
limited to predominantly noble gases and organic iodine. Other
radioisotopes are not released in large quantities because
containment leakage remains small for most core melts. For more
severe events which could lead to extreme containment
overpressure, the containment will crack and the pressure will be
released limiting the possibility of structural failure.

5. Events having the potential for consequential damage to
containment are low in frequency (5 x 10"7 events per year). For
these events, our best estimate calculations show that containment
will remain intact. However, with more pessimistic assumptions
the containment may fail following a hydrogen burn in the long
term (>24 hours). We conclude that the frequency of a large
release is less than 5 x 10"7 per year but analysis uncertainties
make it difficult to be precise about how much less..
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6. The frequency of a large release typical of core melt with
containment bypass or leakage through an unisolated leak path is
very low: <10"8 per year.

7. The summed frequency of events leading to a possible significant
early release from containment (failure to shutdown) is very low
(3 x 10~e per year) due to the use of a reliable control system
and two separate, independent, diverse shutdown systems.
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TABLE 2.3.1

CANDU 6 CATEGORIES OF RELEASES INTO CONTAINMENT

CANDU
Category

1

2

Label

ECD

LCD

PM

MHS-2

MHS-1

E-E

S/R-E

Type Comment

Early Core Disassembly Power Excursion

Late Core Disassembly

Partial Melt

Moderator Heat Sink
for 2-loops

Moderator Heat Sink
for 1-loop

LOCA in 2 Loops - ECC
cooling

LOCA in 1 loop - ECC
cooling
Other loop - shutdown
cooling system or steam
generator heat sink

Slow Slow boiloff of
Tritium moderator - reactor

tripped

Fast Fast boiloff of
Tritium moderator - reactor at

power

Core melt (1) Moderator heat sink
(2) Loss of Moderator

Cooling - Moderator
water boiloff

(3) Loss of Shield
Cooling - Shield
water boiloff

(4) Melt through to
water in sump

LCD that has been arrested by
addition of makeup water to the
core.

No significant fuel melting

No significant fuel melting

Statistical consideration of fuel
failures

Statistical consideration of fuel
failures
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TABLE 2.5.1
SUMMARY OF FREQUENCY OF RELEASES INTO AND OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

CANDU
CATEGORY

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

EARLY CORE DISASSEMBLY
(ECD)

LATE CORE DISASSEMBLY
(LCD)

V-SCENARIO LCD

PARTIAL MELT (PM)

MODERATOR ACTS AS HEAT
SINK FOR BOTH HEAT
TRANSPORT LOOPS (MHS-2)

V-SCENARIO MHS

MODERATOR ACTS AS HEAT
SINK FOR SINGLE HEAT
TRANSPORT LOOP (MHS-1)

BOTH HEAT TRANSPORT
LOOPS COOLED BY ECC
FOLLOWING LARGE OR
INTERMEDIATE LOCA (E-E)

ONE HEAT TRANSPORT LOOP
COOLED BY ECC FOLLOWING
LARGE OR INT. LOCA
(S/R-E)

SLOW RELEASE OF TRITIUM
OPERATOR ACTION - YES

- NO

FAST RELEASE OF TRITIUM

FREQUENCY OF
RELEASE INTO
CONTAINMENT
EVENTS/YEAR

2

5

2

3

2

4

1

1

1

3.
3.

2.

.5

.2

9

9

2

9

3

14

08

62
62

38

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

lO"8

10"7

lO"9

io-6

io-s

io-7

10-*

io-7

io-3

io-1

1O'S

lO"6

CONTAINMENT
ISOLATION
FAILURE
PROBABILITY

NOT APPLIED

lO"3

NOT APPLIED

io-3

io-3

NOT APPLIED

io-3

10"3

10"3

10"3

NOT APPLIED

10"3

FREQUENCY OF
RELEASE OUTSIDE
CONTAINMENT
EVENTS/YEAR

2.5 x

5.2 x

2.9 x

3.9 x

2.2 x

4.9 x

1.3 x

1.14 x

1.08 x

3.62 x
3.62 x
3.98 x

2.38 x

lO"8

lO"10

10"9

10"9

IO-8

10"7

io-7

lO"10

10'6

io-*
lO"5

10"*

io-9
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

LOCAs

Large LOCA
(A)
(io-*)

A Frequencies

Intermediate LOCA
(SI)
(io-3)

SI Frequencies

Small LOCA
(S2)
(io-z)

S2 Frequencies

1

ECD

AK
4.9X10"11

4.9xlO'11

S1K
4.9X1O"10

4.9xlO-10

S2K
4.9x10-*

4.9xlO"9

2

LCD

A.Op.Sw.Rf
6.99xlO"10

A.Op.Mhs.Rf
1.07xl0"9

2.06xl0"9

SlOpSw
2.33xlO"9

SIBRf
1.02xl0'9

8.31X10"9

S2HMhsRf
6.81xlO"9

S2Be
6.57xlO9

S2HSwRf
4.50xl0"9

3.07x10"*

3

PM

A.Op.Sw
2.33xlO"8

AOp.Mhs
3.58x10-"

6.85x10-"

SIB
3.4x10""

SIHSw
1.5xlO"8

SIDMhs
1.19x10-"

7.89x10*"

S2HMhs
2.27xlO"7

S2DMhs
1.19xlO"7

S2HSw
1.5xlO-7

5.88x10"'

4

MHS-2

A.Li.Op
1.02xl0"9

1.4xlO"9

Sl.Li.D
3.7X1O"10

SILiHSdc
1.2xlO-10

SILiOp
l.OxlO"10

6.7X10"10

S2MFe Sdc
4.7x10""

5.8x10""

5

MHS-1

A. Op
9.94xlO"6

AH
5.6x10"7

AD
3.3xlO"7

l.lxlO"5

SID
3.3x19"6

SlIOp
9.94xlO"7

SIHSdc
3.6xlO"7

SIDOp
3.6xlO"7

5.3x10"*

S2H
6.3xlO"s

S2D
3.3xlO"s

9.98xlO"s

6

E-E

A.Li
9.18xlO"9

9.43x10" 9

SI.Li
l.OxlO'7

l.OxlO*7

7

S/R-E

A
8.9xlO"s

8.9xlO"s

SI
9.9x10"*

9.9x10"*

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

9

FAST
TRITIUM
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

Leakages
(Lk)
do-1)

Frequencies

Interfacing
Systems LOCA (V)
(4.9xlO"7

V Frequencies

TRANSIENTS

Loss of Class IV
Power
(Le)
(3XKT1)

Le Frequencies

Initial Years of
Operation

Le-Initial Years of
Operation

• ••—» MB

1

ECD

LkK
4.9xl(T10

LkOplK
4.9xlO"11

5.4xl(T10

LeK
1.47xlO"3

1.47xlO"9

—MB •

2

LCD

Lk0pl0p2Mhs
3.56x10""

LkBe
6.6x10""

Lk0pl0p2Sw
2.34x10"8

1.26xlO"7

VMhs
2.9xlO"9

2.9xlO"9

LeBtMfOpRf
6.6xlO"9

LeBtMfeRf
5.7xlO"9

LeSwMfeRf
5.7xlO"9

1.56x10-"

LeBtOpCesFt
1.4xlO"10

LeSwOpCesFt
1.4xlO"l°

2.98x10"'°
•i mm* t

3

PM

LkMfeSw
5.84xl0"9

9.64xlO"9

LeBtMfOp
2.2xlO"7

LeBtMfe
1.9xlO"7

LeSwMfe
1.9xlO"7

5.20x10"7

••__«m_

4

MHS-2

LkMfeSdc
4.7xlO"7

4.8xlO"7

LeMfOp
3.2x10*

3.3xlO"6

amm mmm

5

MHS-1

LkOplOp2
9.9xlO"6

l.lxlO"5

V
4.9xlO"7

4.9xlO"7

6

E-E

. ,

7

S/R-E

- - —

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

- • • —

9

FAST
TRITIUM
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

Loss of Feedwater
(Tm)
(5.exitr*)

Tm Frequencies

Feedwater Pipe
Break Inside
Containment
(Sbi)
(4.9xlO~6)

Fbi Frequencies

Large Steam Pipe
Break Inside
Containment
(Sbi)
(4.9xl(Ts)

Sbi Frequencies

Small Steam Pipe
Break Inside
Containment
(S'bi)
(2xl(T3H

S'bi Frequencies

1

ECD

TtnK
2.7xl(T1!!

2.7xl(Tlz

FbiK
2.6X10"11

2.6X10"11

SbiK
2.4x10"^

2.4xlO"12

2

LCD

TmOpMhsRf
9.9X1O'10

1.16xl(T9

FbiOpMhs
3.13xl0"8

3.43x10"*

SbiBOpRf
3.99xlO"12

6.33xlO"ls

S'biBMeRf
2.4x10'll

SlbiBOpRf
2.04X10"11

7.02X10"11

3

PM

TmOpMhs
3.3X10"8

3.87x10-"

FbiSwMe
2.3x10-"

3.39xlO"8

SbiBOp
1.33x10-'°

2.11X10"10

S'biBMe
8.8xlO-10

S'biBOp
6.8X10"10

2.34xlO"9

4

MHS-2

TmOp
5.6xlO'6

5.8xlO"6

FbiOp
5.3xlO"6

Fbi Sdc Me
1.2xlO"6

6.8xlO"6

SbiMfOp
2.93xlO'9

2.9xlO"9

S'biMfOp
1.5xlO"8

1.5xlO"8

5

MHS-1

6

E-E

7

S/R-E

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

9

FAST
TRITIUM
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

Steam Pipe Break
Outside
Containment
(Sbo)
(1.3x10-*)

Sbo Frequencies

Core Power
Excursion
(3xlO"z)

Core Power Excursion
Frequencies

Loss of Dual
Computer
(Co)
(1.07xl0"1)

Co Frequencies

PHT Pump Spurious
Trip
(2.6X10"1)

PHT Pump Spurious
Trip Frequencies

1

ECD

SboK
6.3xlO"11

6.3x10""

1.5X10"8

(Note 1)

1.5x10-*

CoK
5.2x10-'°

5.2x10"'"

(NOTE 2)
1.3xlO"9

1.3xlO'9

2

LCD

SboBOpRf
1.05xl0"10

SboMf SwOpRf
4.8X10"11

1.68X10"10

CoQMhsRf
9.91X10"10

1.13xlO'9

2.48x10"ll

2.48x10""

3

PM

Sbo B Op
3.5xlO"3

SboMfSwOp
1.6xlO"9

5.61xlO"3

CoQMhs
3.3xlO"8

3.55x10-*

8.26x10" 10

8.26xlO"10

4

MHS-2

Sbo Mf Op
7.8X10'8

7.8xlO"8

Co Q
5.6xlO"6

5.6xlO"6

1.4xlO"7

1.47xl0"7

5

MHS-1

6

E-E

7

S/R-E

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

9

FAST
TRITIUM
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

Loss of Instrument
Air
(la)
((.3xlO"2)

la Frequencies

MODERATOR AND END
SHIELD COOLING
Loss of Moderator
Cooling

(2xlO-1)

Loss of Moderator
Cooling Frequencies

Loss of End Shield
Cooling

(4xlO-z)

Loss of End Shield
Cooling
Freguencies

1

ECD

Same as
Loss of
Dual
Computer

5.2xlO"10

(Note 3)
2-OxlO"11

2.0X10"11

2

LCD

IaMfOpMhs
5.9xlO-lx

8.48X10"11

4xlO-9

4.xlO"9

3

PM

IaMfSwMe
4.7xlO"10

6.91X10"10

4

MHS-2

IaMfSdcMe
2.4xlO"8

la Mf Op
l.OxlO"8

3.4xlO"8

5

MHS-1

6

E-E

7

S/R-E

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

2xlO"5

(Note 3)

2xlO"s

(Note 3)
4xlO"6

4xlQ-6

9

FAST
TRITIUM

1.5xlO"s

1.5xlO"6
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TABLE 2.5.2
CANDU DOMINANT ACCIDENT SEQUENCES VS. RELEASE CATEGORIES

INITIATING EVENT
(LABEL)

(FREQUENCY PER YEAR)

Loss of Service
Water
(Lsw)
(1.2XKT1)

Lsw Frequencies

Loss of Service
Water-Early Years
of Operation

LSW Early Operation

Median (50% Value)

1

ECD

LswK
6.0xl0-10

6.0X10"10

2.5x10-"

2

LCD

LswPtOp
1.69xlO"7

LswQ"0p
3.50xl0"8

2.80x10-7

LswOpFtCes
1.19xlO"8

1.20x10-*

5.2xlO"7

3

PM

LswQ*D
1.12X10"6

LswBfMfe
9.51xlO"7

2.51xlO"s

4

MHS-2

5

MHS-1

6

E-E

7

S/R-E

8

SLOW
TRITIUM

Lsw Op
1.2xlO"s

1.2xlO"s

9

FAST
TRITIUM

9.0xl0'7

9.0xl0~7

(£) SUMMATION OF ALL ACCIDENT SEQUENCES PER
RELEASE CATEGORY INTO CONTAINMENT

3.9xlO"6 2.2xlO"s 1.3X10-1* l.lxlO"7 l.lxlO"3 3.6xlO"5 2.4xlO"6

NOTE:

1. Refer to Section B.2.6
2. Refer to Section B.2.10
3. Refer to Section B.4
4. The frequencies of late core disassembly and partial melt include failure of moderator acting as a heat sink during

its mission period.
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TABLE 2.6.1

SEQUENCE DESIGNATORS

The abbreviations in the event trees were used to designate
specific sequences. The abbreviations are the following:

- loss of Class IV electrical power for up to 5 hours
- (reactor regulating and shutdown systems) fail to shutdown
reactor

- pressure and inventory control system fails to maintain heat
transport inventory and emergency core cooling is unavailable

- Class III electrical power fails
- steam generator heat sink with feedwater fails
- service water system fails
- shield cooling system fails
- operator failure to act (general)
- shutdown cooling system fails
- steam generator as a heat sink with feedwater/low pressure
makeup fails

- total loss of steam generator feedwater
- liquid relief valve stuck open and degasser condenser not

isolating
- Class III and IV power fails
- steam generator as a heat sink with low pressure makeup water

from the dousing tank fails
- steam generator feedwater line break inside containment
- large steam line break inside containment
- small steam line break inside containment
- steam line break outside containment
- loss of dual computer
- small loss-of-coolant accident
- heat transport system loop isolation fails
- high pressure and medium pressure emergency core cooling fails
- Class III, IV and emergency power supply fail
- low pressure emergency core cooling system fails
- intermediate loss-of-coolant accident
- service water and emergency water supply to the emergency core
cooling heat exchanger fail

- large loss-of-coolant accident
- loss of service water
- Class IV electrical power fails following reactor shutdown
- purification bleed isolation fails and heat transport system

feed fails
- heat transport pump trip fails
- instrument air fails
- leakage from heat transport system
- interfacing systems loss-of-coolant accident
- moderator acting as a heat sink fails
- operator failure to shutdown & cooldown following a small leak
- operator failure to start ECC following a small break
- Automatic heat transport system cooldown on low end shield

failure
39. Ft - Event affecting end shield cooling occurs in first 2-3 years of

operation
40. Rf - Failure of recovery action at 8 hours due to equipment or human

failure

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Le
K

Qd

Bt
Mf
Sw
Jes
Op
Sdc
Mfe

Tm
Q

B
Me

Fbi
Sbi
S'bi
Sbo
Co
S2
Li
D
Be
H
SI
Wse

A
Lsw
Bf
Q*

Pt
la
Lk
V
Mhs
Opl
0p2
Ces
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TABLE 3.6.1

RELEASES FOR EVENTS WITHOUT CORE DISASSEMBLY

EVENT NOBLE GASES IODINE

LOCA (one loop) <10"$ <2 x 10"9

LOCA + Containment Isolation Failure <10"6 <2 x 10'7

Moderator as a Heat Sink (one loop) 4 x 10"3 6 x 10"6

Moderator as a Heat Sink with Containment 5 x 10'3 5 x 10""
Isolation Failure

Moderator as a Heat Sink with Containment 0.11 10"3

Bypass
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TABLE 4.1

CANDU 6 FRACTIONAL CORE RELEASES FROM OCNTADWENT

RELEASE
CATEGORY

CANDU 1
Early Core
Disassembly

CANDU2
Late Care
Disassembly

CANDU 3
Partial
Melt

CANDU4
Moderator
Heat Sink
(2 loops)

CAMXJ5
Moderator
Heat Sink
(Hoop)

CAMXJ6
LOCA/Leakage
(2 loops)

CANDU 7
LOCA/Leakage
(1 l oop )

FREQUENCY
(Events

per year)

2.5x10-*

5.2xlO"7

4xlO"6

2.2X10"5

1.3x10"*

l . l x l O " 7

l . l x l O " 3

POWER IN
1HE PLUME

QU)

50

50

0

0

0

0

0

TIME OF
RELEASE

(HRS)

24

containment
intact

containment
intact

containment
intact

containment
intact

containment
intact

DURATION
QF

RELEASE
(HRS)

0.5

0.5

0.5

PHYSICAL
ELEVATION

CF
KFTFAqF.

(M)

30

30

30

20

20

20

20

XENON-
KRYPTON

a)
<lE-2

b)0.42

c)
4.0 E-3

d)0.9

e)3.2E-4

8 E-3

4 E-3

<2 E-6

<1 E-6

IQDD>E*

<LE-3

0.04

0.5 E-5

1 E-3

1 E-8

1 E-5

6 E-6

<4E-9

<2 E-9

CESIUM

<lE-3

0.04

1 E-8

1 E-8

1 E-8

—

TELLURIUM

<lE-3

0.04

1 E-8

1 E-8

1 E-8

BARIUM

<LE-3

0.04

1 E-8

8.5E-4

1 E-8

—

STRCNT-
IUM

<LE-3

0.04

1 E-8

3.5E-3

1 E-8

RUTHENIUM

<lE-3

0.04

1 E-8

8.2E-3

1 E-8

LANIHANWM

<lE-3

0.04

1 E-8

1.6E-3

1 E-8

CERIUM

<lE-3

0.04

1E-8

1.6E-3

1 E-8

TRITIUM
PTOM

MODER-
ATOR

0.5

1 E-2

1.0

-

* Includes organic iodine
(a) No hydrogen burn.
(b) Early releases from containment only - later releases not calculated - with hydrogen burn.
(c) No hydrogen burn.
(d) All airborne fission products at 25 hours assuned to be released, following hydrogen burn.

(e) Releases from containment to 8 hours.
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TABLE 4 . 1 ( C o n t ' d )

CAMXJ 6 FRACTIONAL COKE RELEASES FRCM CONTAINIENr

RELEASE
CATEGORY

CAMXJ6
Slow Tritinn
Release

C A M W 9
Fast Tritiun
Release

Late Core
Disassenbly
and Contains
ment Bypass
Through EOCS

Moderator
Heat Sink and
Failure of
Containment
Isolation

Moderator
Heat Sink and
Containment
Bypass
through EOCS

FREQUENCY
(Events

per year)

3.6xlO"s

2.4x10"6

3.0X10-9

1.3xl(T7

4.9x10"7

POWER IN
THE HUME

(MW)

oO

0

50

TIME OF

(HRS)

0.5
operator
fails to
isolate

containment
intact

24

1

1

DURATION
QF

RELEASE
(HRS)

0.5

3

3

PHYSICAL
ELEVATION

OF
RELEASE

(M)

10

20

30

10

10

XEMDN-
KRYPTO

1.0

5 E-3

0.11

IODINE*

1 E-3

5 E-4

1 E-3

CESIUM

1 E-6

TELLURIUM

1 E-4

BARIUM

3E-3

STRGNr-
HM

5 E-4

RUTHENIUM

7 E-4

LANIHANUM

1.4 E-4

CERIUM

1.4 E-4

TRITIUM
FROM

MODERATOR

1.0

1.0

1.0

* Includes organic iodine



CANDU 6 MARK I
TOTAL FREQUENCY 4.4 x 10(-6)

LOSS OF SERVICE
WATER

59.5% LOSS OF
POWER
17.0%

ATWS 0.5%

OTHER 3.5%

LOCA + LOECC
+ LO MOD 10%

FIGURE 2.1 CORE MELT FREQUENCY



FIREBIRD

| MODBOIL |

HTS the

1
MODSTBOIL

Fission product
inventories

ORIGEN

Fuel & fuel
channel

temperature
CHAN

Moderator
water discharge
& steaming

Moderator &
calandria vault
water discharge
& steaming

DEBRIS CORSOR-C

Fuel A
fuel channel

debris

Transient fission
product releases

I
Containment

thermohydraullcs

CORCON
(LWR)

NAUA

Core concrete
Interaction

Fission product
transport and
deposition in
containment

Releases from
containment

FIGURE C. I COMPUTER CODE INTERACTION



OPENING FOR REACTIVITY
MECHANISM DECK

CALANORIA
5VAULT SHIELD WATER:-:*-

ORDINARY CONCRETE

CALANDRIA
VAULT WALL

END SHIELD
^ S U P P O R T PLATE

LEAD AND STAINLESS
STEEL WOOL SHIELDING

FIGURE 3.2 REACTOR CORE AND CALANDRIA VAULT



1 HOUR

TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT
FOR SHUTOFF, ADJUSTER
AND CONTROL ABSORBER UNITS

REACTIVITY MECHANISM DECK
TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR
ZONE CONTROL AND VERTICAL
FLUX DETECTOR UNITS

RUPTURE DISC
ASSEMBLY —

HORIZONTAL
FLUX
DETECTOR
UNIT

GUIDE TUBE
o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o c
O O O O O O O O
o o o o o o o o c
O O Q O O O O O C

O C
o o t

o o o c
o o o o c

o o o o o o o o c
o o o o o

o o o o o o o o c
Q Q
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o c

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o c
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o

MODERATOR
INLET

LIQUID POISON
INJECTION
SHUTOOWN UNIT

CALANDRIA SHELL
MODERATOR OUTLET

FIGURE 3.3 LATE CORE DISASSEMBLY - 1 HOUR



1-2 HOURS
\ \ V T Y P I C A L ARRANGEMENT
A N T O f l SHUTOFF. ADJUSTER

^ Q ^ W L C O N T R O L ABSORBER UNITS

REACTIVITY MECHANISM DECK
TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR
ZONE CONTROL AND VERTICAL
FLUX DETECTOR UNITS

RUPTURE OISC
ASSEMBLY —

CALANDRIA
PRESSURE
RELIEF PIPE

CALANORIA
VAULT LINER

HORIZONTAL
FLUX
DETECTOR
UNIT

ION

CHAMBER
HOUSINGo o o o o o

o o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o c
o o o o o o o o o

o o o o o o c
o o o o o o c
o o o o o c

o o o o o o o o c
o o o o o o o o c
o o o o o o p o c

ooooc
o oo c
o o c
o o

o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o o o
o o o o o o

MODERATOR
INLET

LIQUID POISON
INJECTION
SHUTDOWN UNIT

CALANDRIA SHELL MODERATOR OUTLET

FIGURE 3.4 LATE CORE DISASSEMBLY - 1 TO 2 HOURS



3 HOURS

IZS&XXSZL ^ I V I T Y MECHANISM DECK
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FIGURE 3.13 REACTOR POWER TRANSIENT - EARLY CORE DISASSEMBLY
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